
ISPs: nothing to update on Telus or Shaw.   Beacon continues to pursue “organic growth” 

responding to requests for connections if service can be provided and considering situations 

where a relay installation can be justified if several customers support the up-front capital 

investment.   Recently the relay for Gustin Road has been relocated to improve service in 

that neighbourhood; radio equipment is on back order for Stockade Hill and it will provide 

service access to 10+ homes; Hope Bay on Pender should have a repeater installed in the 

next week; a relay on the NE tip of Mayne is under consideration, but being off grid, it’s a 

significant investment that may not go ahead without a grant – it could extend and upgrade 

service to the SE portion of Galiano. 

   

SaturnaNet: has recently switched from a Vancouver feed to a Seattle feed and now uses the 

Saturna TV tower.   They currently use 1/6th of the capacity, but may upgrade to 1/3, leaving 

2/3 unutilized.   They are prepared to relay surplus bandwidth to community or commercial 

operations in the SGI.   Ultimately, at additional cost, they could do another switch to a 

Vancouver feed which has potential capacity at 20x their current use level. 

   

We’ve recently received information suggesting access (likely via CRD) to Federal Gas Tax 

Fund and Build Canada Fund assistance for broadband extension.   This will be investigated. 

   

In response to forwarded information from Elizabeth May痴 office on Telus upgrades to its 



cellular system on Vancouver Island and a request for an update on the SGI situation we 

provided a review.   While, in general it was a reworking of the notes from our last meeting 

which are posted 

in, http://sustainableislands.ca/wp-content/uploads/BIWG-Progress-Report-2.pdf important 

points included the fact that potential for extension of service by the major ISPs, which could be 

induced by government grants, was a major barrier to local commercial or community-based 

organizations extending service and risking stranded investment.     Our response concluded with: 

“While it is technically and economically feasible to extend broadband overage throughout the SGI, 

including all of Galiano, Mayne and adjacent smaller islands, and thereby enhance opportunity for 

expansion of a broadband-dependent economy, a major obstacle is the current lack of policy to guide 

development by either major corporate ISPs or local corporate or community based organizations.” 

   

At the last meeting there was the suggestion it would be useful to have a map of Galiano 

showing internet access options.   This would be useful but a good job requires significant 

effort and a group of volunteers could move this forward.   There is excellent resource 

material in the topographic maps on the Island Trust and CRD web sites. 

 

http://sustainableislands.ca/wp-content/uploads/BIWG-Progress-Report-2.pdf

